GLOBAL MISSIONS TASK FORCE PROPOSALS

SELF-GOVERNANCE
•

MISSION SOCIETY SELF-GOVERNANCE MODEL
o While we currently have a spirit to cooperate, the mission societies largely
operate independently of one another. In this model the connections, sharing of
best practices, sharing of resources (people or financial) is done at the invitation
or initiation of one Mission Society to another.
o This option would not recognize the need for an oversight council or task force
but rather empowers the executive teams of each mission society to initiate
and/or coordinate connection and communication.
o Annual reporting and annual meetings would be at the willing and voluntary
participation of each mission society.
o Would require increased communication and connection between mission
society directors.
o Under this model our global mission goals and vision would be the sum total of
what each mission society has decided.

COOPERATION
•

GLOBAL TASK FORCE MODEL
o This model reinforces or officially recognizes the need for a coordinating task
force to connect and help in the ongoing development of the 15 Mission
Societies.
o Acting as a sub-committee of the service teams this task force would be made up
of trusted leaders whose charge would be to serve and facilitate the connection,
education, and communication of each mission society to all of the others.
o The task force would answer to the service teams on behalf of the mission
societies accounting for annual progress toward stated goals, global needs in the
mission’s effort.
o The task force would organize an annual meeting for the purposes of training,
strategy, parity of resource allocation and reporting.

COOPERATION
•

MISSIONS SERVICE TEAM MODEL
o This model embraces the current service team model in which our global
leadership functions. Service teams, of which there are 10, are formed based on
ministry focus priorities on the global scale.
o In this model, in coordination with the other service teams, trusted leaders
would be chosen to form a new service team specifically focused on the global
mission’s effort.
o This model allows for an integration point among the service teams for
representation of the 15 mission societies.
o Like the other service teams the chair of this new service team would represent
the effort to facilitate, coordinate, and drive the mission societies to a common
vision.

GOVERNANCE
•

GLOBAL GOVERNANCE COUNCIL MODEL
o This model proposes the formation of a legally recognized governing body of
trusted leaders to oversee, coordinate, facilitate, and account for the mission’s
efforts coming out of the 15 Mission Societies.
o This governing body would organize and drive the agenda of annual gatherings
of representatives of every Mission Society.
o This model would account for and report on all resources being collectively
allocated for the mission’s efforts around the world. Answering to the delegates
and to the service teams, this council would help drive a vision of impact and
resource parity in the global effort.

